Building Communities:
Asking the Right Questions
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Too often, planning for new spaces for
undergraduate teaching in science and
mathematics begins with the wrong questions.
Sometimes the initial mis-step occurs when faculty
say “we do not have enough space—we need
more room for faculty, for students, for
equipment.” Questions about size—”How many
square feet per faculty member, per major, per
department do you need?”—often surface in
response to such demands.
Other questions arise when you recognize that the
building has deteriorated, that it may be unsafe for
student activity in classroom and lab, that
mechanical systems are not adequate to support
(or even accommodate) state-of-the art
instrumentation, that the very physical state of the
faculty presents barriers to productive learning in
the sciences and mathematics. Such
circumstances lead to questions such as: “What
are code requirements, how do we accommodate
adequate HVAC systems to ensure safety and
accommodate the sophisticated instruments
faculty say they need? How do we keep cold
rooms cold and green houses warm? Can we
renovate or do we have to build new?”
These are important questions; they need to be
addressed. However when they shape the initial
stages of planning, the process is skewed. You
will not end up with the building that you need,
that your students deserve. Creativity is inhibited;
flexibility is limited. Questions about amount of
square foot needed per faculty member, about
how to devise adequate HVAC systems may be
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easier to answer than some more basic questions,
but if you ask the right questions from the start,
you will save both time and money in the longrun. Most important, however, you will have the
opportunity to build a true natural science
community on your campus.
It has been interesting to observe the evolution of
question-asking on campuses where people are
talking about the need for better facilities for
undergraduate science and mathematics. Although
the initial spark for discussions about new spaces
may have ignited from differing circumstances,
even concerns about crowded and out-dated and
unsafe spaces ultimately lead to discussion about
more basic educational issues—about the future
and about the nature of the learning experience on
a campus.
Why is this? In PKAL, we are convinced that the
very process of planning builds community; it
challenges administrators and faculty (and
perhaps even students) to think more strategically
about who they are. Maybe this happened
because of the cost of science buildings; people
soon realize that they cannot do everything, that
neither faculty members nor departments can
have everything on a wish list—so they begin to
set priorities and to develop a strategic plan—
they begin negotiating and collaborating—all
activities essential to community.
Discovering the right first questions happens when
departments begin thinking about how to
accommodate the research activity of a new
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faculty member, find space for students to do
independent research, put a critical piece of
instrument so more than one department can use
it. In wrestling with such issues, faculty focus on
student learning—what actually is to happen in the
classroom and lab, about the kind of learning that
is encouraged as students work together, and
have hands-on involvement with physics, or
another of the sciences. ‘First’ questions arise
when faculty begin to think about what happens
when students have their own spaces for
investigative research, when labs accommodate
student teams wrestling with questions to which
answers are not known, when students have the
opportunity to use state-of-the-art instrumentation
to do science.
Questions about the nature of the educational
experience—about quality and the nature of the
learning community—are questions that must be
asked first and asked persistently throughout the
process, and indeed before and beyond the
process of planning a facility.

characteristic of strong undergraduate science
and mathematics programs, what does
community have to do with planning new
spaces for these programs on our campus?


How are other institutions answering the
questions about educational vision, facilities
planning, and community building? What can
we learn from others to advance our
planning?



What is the role of each member of the
campus community—trusties, presidents,
chief academic and financial officers,
departmental faculty and development
officers—in seeking the answers to these
questions, in shaping community on our
campus?

Your goal is to have a science and mathematics
building with ‘soul.’ To accomplish this, there are
questions that must be asked:


What kind of world will our students be
entering when they graduate?



What does strengthening our science and
mathematics programs, including providing
better spaces for teaching and learning, have
to do with our efforts to prepare students to
lead productive, satisfying, and meaningful
lives upon graduation?



What works in undergraduate science and
mathematics? What kind of program should
we be planning to house our new spaces?



If ‘community’ is a distinguishable
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